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Consumers Warehouse Center, Inc.
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Net Suite Integration Bundle
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“With the new NOVAtime
Bundle, we can export
payroll/time-bill records with
labor tracking data such as
department, location, and class
information from NOVAtime
into NetSuite automatically.”

Based in New York, Consumers Warehouse Center, Inc. has provided consumers
with home improvement and furnishing needs since 1977. Consumers
Warehouse features many award-winning designer and appliance showrooms
and supercenters, as well as providing support and design services. In 2011,
Consumers reviewed the benefits and efficiencies of an automated time and
attendance system, and decided utilize NOVAtime’s advanced workforce
management solution, NOVAtime 4000 Software as a Service. This year,
Consumers further streamlines its workforce management systems by utilizing
NOVAtime 4000’s enhanced interface with its NetSuite business system.
NOVAtime 4000 is a fully-integrated workforce management solution that
is complete with time and attendance, scheduling, accrual, and leave features,
all in a single package. Although already a leader in the workforce management
industry, NOVAtime continues to commit much of its resources every year
back into research and development in an ongoing effort to develop new
methods to optimize NOVAtime 4000, resulting in a state-of-the-art system
using the latest technology. NOVAtime 4000’s interface platform integrates
with virtually any payroll, ERP, and human resources systems, such as NetSuite.
Even with an existing interface to NetSuite, NOVAtime sought to further its
dedication to customers by creating a SuiteApp for NetSuite, keeping in line
with its business philosophy by providing a cutting-edge solution.
SuiteApp’s NOVAtime 4000 Bundle is an enhanced integration with NetSuite
that requires Consumers to download a free NetSuite Bundle from their
NetSuite system, and order a NetSuite Interface module in NOVAtime 4000
SaaS. The interface provides seamless integration and boosts both systems’
capabilities. While working in NetSuite, Consumers users can add and change
classification data (known as departments, locations, and classes in NetSuite),
and have that data automatically reflected in the NOVAtime 4000 system.
Additionally, if Consumers adds new hires, terminates an employee, or updates
employee information in NetSuite, these changes are displayed in NOVAtime
4000 automatically. The SuiteApp NOVAtime 4000 Bundle also exports
summarized work hours by labor codes such as departments, locations, and
classes into NetSuite’s “Time Bill” records automatically. John Baloga, Treasurer
of Consumers Warehouse Center, says, “This automatic transfer of
classification and employee data from NetSuite into NOVAtime saves time and
keeps both NOVAtime and NetSuite systems in sync. It reduces the amount of
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time that we spent on redundant data entry, while making our workforce more
efficient.
Payroll also receives enhancements from the new SuiteApp NOVAtime 4000
Bundle. Mr. Baloga adds, “With the new NOVAtime Bundle, we can export
payroll/time-bill records with labor tracking data such as department, location,
and class information from NOVAtime into NetSuite automatically. It eliminates
duplicate data entry, saving valuable time and company resources.”
An organization’s transition over to an automated time and attendance system
is a big investment. However, in choosing NOVAtime, Consumers can be
confident they will receive continued updates and enhancements with the most
up-to-date and complete workforce management solution on the market. Mr.
Baloga noted that NOVAtime’s implementation and service had been fantastic.
When asked to describe how the NOVAtime Workforce Management solution
has provided intangible savings and benefits for Consumers Warehouse
Center, Mr. Baloga asserted, “The NOVAtime system satisfies our timekeeping
needs and it would be impossible to go back to the old ways.”

For more information on NOVAtime and how they can help you streamline your workforce management
needs, please email sales@novatime.net or call 877.486.6682.
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